The changes in cell morphology of Bacillus subtilis rodB during a temperature shift from 20 to 42°C, in the absence of added anions, are described. At 20'C the organisms grow as rods but gradually become spherical in shape when placed at 42°C. The shape change is initiated by an increase in diameter at the cell equator, resulting in a bulged morphology, which is further modified to the morphology of a coccus. This change may involve a modification of the pattern of normal cylindrical extension such that incorporation of newly synthesized wall leads only to increase in diameter, perhaps from a growth zone of limited extent. The pattern of surface growth was followed by reconstructing the sequence of cross wall formation and pole construction in rods grown at 20°C and in organisms incubated at 42°C for 75 and 150 min. In thin section, wall forming the septum and nascent poles can be distinguished from the surface distal to the division site by the presence of raised tears, perhaps analogous to the wall bands of streptococci. By using an analog rotation technique involving the three-dimensional reconstruction of cells by mathematical rotation of axial thin sections about their longitudinal axis, it is shown that the proportion of septal wall increases during the shape change. In the coccal forms, all surface growth may arise from septal growth sites.
The changes in cell morphology of Bacillus subtilis rodB during a temperature shift from 20 to 42°C, in the absence of added anions, are described. At 20'C the organisms grow as rods but gradually become spherical in shape when placed at 42°C. The shape change is initiated by an increase in diameter at the cell equator, resulting in a bulged morphology, which is further modified to the morphology of a coccus. This change may involve a modification of the pattern of normal cylindrical extension such that incorporation of newly synthesized wall leads only to increase in diameter, perhaps from a growth zone of limited extent. The pattern of surface growth was followed by reconstructing the sequence of cross wall formation and pole construction in rods grown at 20°C and in organisms incubated at 42°C for 75 and 150 min. In thin section, wall forming the septum and nascent poles can be distinguished from the surface distal to the division site by the presence of raised tears, perhaps analogous to the wall bands of streptococci. By using an analog rotation technique involving the three-dimensional reconstruction of cells by mathematical rotation of axial thin sections about their longitudinal axis, it is shown that the proportion of septal wall increases during the shape change. In the coccal forms, all surface growth may arise from septal growth sites.
Rod-shaped organisms such as bacilli, growing at a constant exponential rate, usually appear to extend in length without change of diameter. At division the cell is partitioned into two nearly equal halves by the formation of a cross wall. This simple picture can be radically modified in conditional morphological mutants of Bacillus subtilis (2, 4, 16, (22) (23) (24) and Bacillus licheniformis (23, 24) , which change from rods to cocci when grown under suitable conditions. Timelapse photography (17, 18) of double mutants (containing the tag-i rodA [12] mutation plus a minicell-producing mutation, divIV-Al or divIV-BJ) has shown that the change in shape (rod to coccus) at the restrictive temperature occurs at a limited number of sites. In thin section, no conspicuous differences in wall structure were observed at these sites (17) .
Rod-mutants should afford unique opportunities for examining the differential growth of the cell surface as the organisms undergo a gross change in shape. To do this, the cells must be grown under conditions where their morphology is not irregular, and means must be available to distinguish sites of new surface growth. One class of Rod mutant, B. subtilis rodBl, strain 104 (12) can be grown without clumping or irregularity of shape (26) . Secondly, it is possible to distinguish wall assembled at the septum from that forming the cylindrical portion of the cell (3) . At the junction between the pole and the cylinder there occur raised tears (perhaps analogous to the wall bands of streptococci [8] ) originating at the outer edge of the cross wall as it separates into two poles. These tears are also present in the rodB mutant and have been used in the present study to describe the morphological events involved in the shape change from rods to cocci. The results obtained indicate that the alteration in shape involves a progressive enlargement of the cell from the site of septation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains, media, and growth conditions. B. subtilis rodBl leuA8 (12) was used throughout. Organisms were grown in the basal TRM medium (27) (26) and that this effect differs depending on the wavelength used.
The generation time of cells grown at 20°C was about 7.4 h, and cultures were maintained at 20°C for 3 days (9.7 doublings in mass) before the shift-up. At 420C exponential growth was maintained by periodic dilution of the cultures with fresh prewarmed medium.
Electron microscopy. Samples of cells grown at 200C were taken 30 min before the shift to 42°C. To follow the shape change at 420C, subsequent samples were taken at 15-min intervals over a 3-h period, making a total of 12 samples. Measurements of cell numbers and optical density were also made at these times.
(i) Sectioned material. Cells (5 ml in growth medium) were pipetted directly into formaldehyde-glutaraldehyde fixative (3), postfixed with osmium (14) , and processed as described previously (3) the longest axis of the cell, both in the rods and in the coccal forms (see below); widths were measured at the point of greatest diameter with a micrometer eyepiece (0.1-mm divisions). In addition, profiles (x40,000 enlargements) of agar-filtered cells were traced onto a conductive plate (see below) to obtain estimates of surface area and volume by rotation and strip integration of the image.
(ii) Reconstructions from sectioned cells. An analog rotation technique (6) was used to obtain measurements of surface area and volume from axially sectioned cells. Conditions for the use of the technique applied to B. subtilis have been described previously (3) . For the present study, based on whole cell reconstructions of rod-and coccus-shaped organisms, the technique was modified so that units of integration were taken as lines and narrow rectangles rather than lines and trapezoids. The locations where measurements were taken (wall bands, the limit of the septal annulus, and the base and tip of the cross wall) were the same as those described previously (3, 6) . Measurements were taken in each half of a dividing cell; a line joining the bases of the cross wall was used to bisect each cell. Profiles of sectioned cells, or the outlines of whole organisms prepared by agar filtration, were Morphology of pole construction. It was possible to characterize the shape change by using cells which could be classified into the following three broad categories: rods grown at 20°C (sample 1), transitional forms between rods and cocci (sample 7), and organisms of solely coccal appearance (sample 12). The changes reported below refer only to the rodB mutant grown without the addition of the specific anions known to influence the conditions of the alteration in shape (26) . The parental wild type does not undergo a change in morphology when shifted from 20 to 420C (26) .
At 200C (sample 1) the formation of nascent poles was preceded by the initial ingrowth of the cross wall. During cell separation, splitting of the septum occurred near the base of the cross wall, resulting in the formation of wall bands at the junction of polar and cylindrical wall (Fig.  1) . As the poles enlarged, the wall bands were displaced bilaterally and nearly symmetrically away from the cross wall; the bands also became less conspicuous at the terminal stages of septation.
After the shift-up (sample 7), cells appeared to enlarge specifically at the center. Bulges were identified both in cells containing an incipient cross wall (Fig. 2) and also in those organisms in which no septum was visible. The wall profile over the broad zone of the bulge appeared distinctly roughened in texture ( Fig. 2A) in comparison with the relatively smooth surfaces of the thickened, distal poles. In 89% of the cells examined it was possible to indicate the probable junction with the distal poles of the cell. As in sample 1, cross wall formation was marked by the presence of wall bands, visible as distinct raised edges (Fig. 3B) .
Cells from sample 12 (150 min after the shift to 4200) were distinctly coccal (Fig. 3) , with thickened walls apparently composed of multiple layers at one or both distal poles. At early stages of cross wall formation (Fig. 3A) the cells appeared to possess poles of different shape and wall thickness, one being more thickened and elongated than the other. This conclusion was verified by examination of adjacent sections (data not shown). Ingrowth of the septum was also preceded by separation of the cross wall; i.e., pole formation appeared to be initiated before septal closure. During septation the polarity of wall thickness at the distal poles was retained until cross wall closure, when both distal poles appeared to be of equal thickness and relatively smooth in profile (Fig. 3D ). As in sample 7, pronounced gradients of wall thickness were visible across the nascent polar surfaces. The gradient of thickness increased from the base of the cross wall to the site of the raised edge of a wall band (Fig. 3D) .
Proportion of wall assembled at nascent poles. The proportion of the cell surface formed by cross wall separation in samples 1, 7, and 12 was estimated by rotation of axially sectioned cells (see above) and expressed either as the fraction of exposed polar surface area per total surface area or as the volume of septal wall per total wall volume.
For surface area (Fig. 4 ) the average ratios were 0.079 (sample 1), 0.161 (sample 7), and 0.292 (sample 12). However, the maximum value (Fig. 5) showed that the mean values ± one standard deviation for samples 1, 7, and 12 were 0.089 ± 0.048, 0.209 + 0.09, and 0.258 ± 0.119, respectively. The relatively large standard deviations were probably due to differing amounts of curvature (data not shown). A quantitative treatment of the shape change will be described elsewhere (manuscript in preparation).
DISCUSSION
When shifted from 20 to 42°C, cells of B. subtilis rodB changed in shape from rods to cocci. The morphological change was paralleled by an increase in cell diameter at about 30 to 45 min after the shift-up, by a reduction in average cell length, and by a decrease in the ratio of surface area to volume. One interpretation of the observed changes in size and morphology is that the normal mechanism of cylindrical elongation is inactivated or repressed at 42°C and that a proportionately greater quantity of wall is assembled at the septum as the cells become more coccus shaped. Measurements of the fraction of exposed nascent polar surface area (Fig. 4) or wall volume (Fig.  5) have been used to estimate the proportion of wall produced by cleavage of the cross wall. In terms of surface area, the nascent poles of rods (sample 1) amount to a maximum of about 13% of the total area, but this proportion increases to about 50% in the coccal cells (sample 12), as would be expected for an organism dependent upon septal growth sites for generating new cell surface (cf. streptococci, references 8 and 9). Physiological studies of strain rodB (26) shown that the rod-sphere change depends upon the growth temperature and the Mg2e content of the medium and can be modulated by the presence of specific anions. These studies (26) have suggested that Mg2e may activate some factor which permits normal length extension and that anions (NO-3, I-, Br-, C1-) may behave as counterions regulating the local concentration of Mg2e to the membrane. It should also be noted that the shape change can occur at constant temperature by shifting the cells into media containing the appropriate anion (26) .
The morphological change from rods to cocci On a shift-up to 42°C, the cylindrical sites are proposed to become modified so that cells enlarge only in diameter (C). Progressive increase in diameter (D) may displace wall from the center of the cell toward the distal poles (i.e., the surface labeled 1 is the oldest wall, and surface 3 is the youngest). As the cells become coccal in shape, a progressively greater proportion of wall may be assembled at the septal growth sites (E through H) shown in black. In coccal forms (G and H) pole production may also occur before septal closure. After cell separation the newly formed pole (I, hatched area) will be of different shape and thickness compared with the other, presumably younger pole. During subsequent growth, the shape and thickness of the pole may be modified by localized wall thickening (see text).
for the morphological change appears unlikely because rod-coccus transformations are also known to occur in mutants of B. subtilis containing both the rod and lyt genes (25; P. J. Piggot, C. Taylor, P. F. Thurman, and H. J. Rogers, unpublished data).
The rod-to-coccus shape change may also be interpreted in terms of surface growth. In bacilli, separate mechanisms may exist for the extension in length of the cylindrical part of the cell and for the formation of a cross wall. Alternatively, septation may be regarded as the terminal phase of a developmental sequence in which a centrally located growth zone ceases to act as a site of length extension and becomes committed to production of a cross wall upon completion of a round of chromosome replication (28) (Fig. 6A  and B) . In normal rods it is assumed that newly synthesized wall would be produced from a central growth zone and incorporated into the growing cell so as to maintain a cylinder of uniform diameter. Bulge formation, and hence increase in diameter, might occur when wall continues to be produced from the central site in the absence of further extension in length (Fig. 6C and D) . By this interpretation, bulge formation would depend on two related processes: (i) wall synthesis from a centrally located growth zone and (ii) the capacity for symmetrically transporting newly synthesized wall from the central site toward the distal poles as the cells increase in diameter prior to formation of a cross wall (Fig.  6) . If no distribution mechanism were available, wall would presumably accumulate and gradually extend into the cell at the site of the growth zone. Similarly, if extension normally occurred from a large number of sites along the wall, both wall thickening and increase in diameter might occur uniformly. In this respect the initial morphological change along the peripheral wall appears similar to that described in Bacillus cereus treated with 1 U of penicillin per ml, where a second layer of wall is formed under the existing surface (10) . These cells also appear to bulge at the center but, unlike rodB, the cross walls are distorted (10) .
Translocation and spreading of wall in the manner outlined above are consistent with hypotheses of wall turnover (19, 20) in B. subtilis (1) which indicate that nascent wall is attached initially to the inner edge of the pre-existing wall and gradually reaches the outer surface during subsequent growth. As the surface enlarges, wall migrating to the exterior would also be subject to lateral displacement or "spreading" (19, 20) . If this mechanism is normally operative, any interpretation of the probable location of growth zones is likely to be confused. However, in bacilli evidence for zonal growth has been obtained in a Lyt-mutant of B. licheniformis (11) and also in a mutant of B. subtilis in which the level of wall turnover is greatly reduced (21 (Fig. 6G through I) , in which all surface enlargement might arise from separation of the cross wall, closely resembles that described for streptococci (8, 9) . However, closure of the cross wall appears to occur relatively much earlier in the coccal forms of rodB than in Streptoccus faecalis (unpublished data). During the shift-up the poles distal to the site of septation differ in shape and thickness, where the most recently formed pole is presumably the thinnest and most spherical ( Fig. 4A and 6 ). Differences in wall thickness of cell poles have also been noted in cells of S. faecalis regrown for 2.25 mass doublings in the presqnce of threonine after a period of amino acid starvation (7) . In steady-state cultures such differences were not observed in S. faecalis. The present ,study has been confined to a description of the major changes in morphology during the initial stages of the shift-up from 20 to 42°C in the absence of added anions. It is not easy to account for the further modification of cell shape when the organisms are maintained at 420C for many generations, when major alterations occur in the location of division planes (unpublished data). The rod-to-coccus transformation might conceivably result from a two-step process, the first stage involving a suppression of length extension and a-progressive dependence upon septal growth sites and the second stage involving modifications in the siting of cross walls (16) .
